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Abstract 

Topology potential field is a novel model to describe interaction and association of 

network nodes, which has attracted plenty of attention in community detection, node 

importance evaluation and network hot topics detection. The local maximum potential 

point search is a critical step for this research. Hill-climbing is a traditional 

algorithm for local maximum point search, which may leave out some local maximum 

potential points, and search performance is greatly influenced by initial node 

sequence. Based on the detailed analysis of local maximum potential points' 

characteristics, this paper presents a novel local maximum potential point search 

algorithm. The results of simulation experiments showed that the new algorithm has 

better performance than the traditional hill-climbing method. It can find all local 

maximum potential points with high search efficiency. 
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1. Introduction 

The classical field was used to describe non-contact interaction between matter particles. 

Later on, people abstracted it as a mathematical model to describe non-contact interaction 

between objects, and to depict distribution law of physical quantities. 

In complex networks, nodes are not isolated, there exist relationship between nodes linked 

by edges. In this light, the topology potential field theory was introduced into complex 

networks to describe interaction and association among network nodes [1], and reveal the 

underlying characteristics of underlying importance distribution [2]. 

Topology potential is defined as the differential position of each node in the topology, that 

is to say, the potential of each node in its position. The potential of any node totally depends 

on the topological structure of its surroundings, the corresponding potential is known as 

topological potential. If a node in the complex network has more surrounding nodes, and then 

its potential is greater. 

In a given network ( , )G V E  , where { | 1,..., }iV v i n   is a set of nodes, n  is the 

number of nodes in the complex network , {( , ) | , }i j i jE v v v v V   is a set of edges, 

and | |E m . The topology potential of any node iv V  can be computed as follows: 
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where, ( )iv is the topological potential of node iv ; 
ijd  is distance between node iv  

and 
jv ; 

jm  is the mass of node jv ;   is an impact factor used to control the affecting 

hops of node  in process of community expansion, which can be obtained by calculating 

the minimum entropy potential [1]. 

Just like other topology measurements in complex networks, such as degree, average path 

length, diameter etc, this index reflects the ability of each node to be influenced by other 

nodes in the network, and vice versa [2]. High potential node will attract nodes whose 

potentials are relatively low. There are some local maximum potential nodes in topology 

potential field. Moreover the potential distribution characterizes the structure and behavior of 

nodes in the topology space. 

Recently years, topology potential field has attracted plenty of attention in community 

detection, node importance evaluation and network hot topics detection in complex networks 

area [1-10]. In these applications, the local maximum potential node search is a key step. On 

the one hand, this step requires high precision, for the number of local maximum potential 

nodes directly determine the final results. On the other hand, this step requires high efficiency. 

It is especially meaningful for large-scale complex networks. 

Hill-climbing is a traditional method for local maximum potential node search, which may 

leave out some local maximum potential points, and search performance has close 

relationship with initial point selection. Based on the detailed analysis of local maximum 

potential points' characteristics, this paper presents a novel local maximum potential point 

search algorithm. The results of simulation experiments showed that the new algorithm has 

better performance than the traditional hill-climbing method. It can find all local maximum 

potential points with high search efficiency. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes related works; Section 3 shows the 

traditional hill-climbing algorithm; Section 4 analyzes the characteristics of local maximum 

potential node, and puts forward a novel local maximum potential node search algorithm 

named LMPS; Section 5 is simulation experiment and results; and section 6 comes to the 

conclusion of this paper. 

 

2. Related works 

Topology potential field has attracted plenty of attention in community detection, node 

importance evaluation and network hot topics detection in complex networks area. 

Inspired from physical idea, reference [2] introduced topology potential field into complex 

network to describe the relationship among nodes being linked by edges and to reveal the 

general characteristic of underlying importance distribution. Topology potential can evaluate 

interaction ability of node and locality of complex networks structure. 

Reference [3] put forward a community discovery algorithm based on topological potential. 

Each community is regarded as a local high potential area, the community structure in the 

complex network can be uncovered by detecting all local high potential areas margined by 

low potential nodes. 

Reference [1] proposed a topology-potential-based method, which divides networks into 

separate communities by spreading outward from each local important element and extracting 

its neighbors within the same group in each spreading operation. The method can not only 

classify different types of nodes but also detect community structure more effectively. 
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Reference [4] and [5] proposed an overlapping community discovery method based on 

topology potential, The method not only considers the spread of the uncertainty of community 

identity of the overlapping nodes in the network，but also realizes a quantified representation, 

i.e., uncertainty measure, of the community identity of the overlapping nodes. 

Aiming at some inadequacies of the topology potential theory and its method, such as 

ambiguous application scope and excessively sparse overlapping nodes, reference [6] 

proposed a variable scale network overlapping community identification method based on 

identity uncertainty. The method identifies communities effectively by proposing an identity 

uncertainty measure of overlapping nodes and an idea of variable scale community. 

Reference [7] proposed a novel approach to discover community membership in complex 

networks with node topology potential, along with the experiment on complex biological 

networks. Reference [8] and [9] presented node ranking algorithms for complex networks 

based on topology potential, which can reflect the importance of nodes more precisely. 

Reference [10] put forward an internet hot topics detection algorithm based on topology 

potential. 

In above works, the local maximum potential node search is a key step. Based on the 

detailed analysis of local maximum potential points' characteristics, this paper presents a 

novel local maximum potential point search algorithm. The results of simulation experiments 

showed that the new algorithm has better performance than the traditional hill-climbing 

method. It can find all local maximum potential points with high search efficiency. 

 

3. Hill-climbing algorithm 

The traditional hill-climbing algorithm finds local maximum potential nodes by scanning 

the whole complex network, following the direction where topological potential values get 

highest [3]. 

The key steps of traditional hill-climbing algorithm are shown as follow. 

(1) initialization. all nodes are set "unvisited". 

(2) We randomly choose an "unvisited" node, climb up following the direction where 

topological potential values get highest, and mark along nodes "visited". The 

corresponding node of peak position is the local maximum potential node.  

(3) In the climbing process, if we meet "visited" node, then jump to step (2). 

(4) repeat step (2) and step (3), until the whole complex network is scanned. 

(5) output all local maximum potential nodes. 

Hill-climbing algorithm may leave out some local maximum potential points, and 

search performance has close relationship with initial point selection.  Take the Zachary 

karate club network as an example. The network has 34 nodes and 78 edges, and it 

describes the social interactions between members of a karate club at American 

university [11]. The Figure 1 shows the structure of the Zachary karate club network. 

Suppose node 9 is select as the initial search point, which has five neighbors: node 1, 

node 3, node 31, node 34 and node 33. The corresponding topology potential of these 

five nodes are 7.2343, 5.2138, 2.9868, 7.3534 and 5.8195. In these five nodes, the 

topology potential of node 34 is the biggest, according the Hill -climbing algorithm, we 

climb from node 9 to node 34, and all neighbors of node 9 are set "visited". Thus, we find 

a local maximum potential node, i.e., node 34. Because node 1 has be set "visited", we will 

never revisited it again. Figure 1 shows us that node 1 has 15 neighbors, and the topology 
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potential of node 1 is higher than that of neighbors’. That is to say, node 1 is another local 

maximum potential node, but the hill-climbing algorithm leave this node out. 

 

 

Figure 1. Zachary karate club network 

 

4. LMPS algorithm 

Based on the detailed analysis, we found some important characteristics of local maximum 

potential node. 

Characteristic 1: 

Suppose v V , 'V represents the set of v ’s neighbor nodes, if ' 'v V   ( ') ( )v v  , 

then v  is local maximum potential node. 

Characteristic 2:  

Suppose v V , 'V represents the set of v ’s neighbor nodes, if ' 'v V  , where 

( ') ( )v v  , then v  is absolutely not a local maximum potential node. 

Above characteristics show that, in complex networks, local maximum potential 

nodes are the nodes with higher potential value than all their neighbor nodes'. We can 

utilize these characteristics to directly determine whether a node is a local maximum 

potential node or not. 

This paper puts forward a novel local maximum potential node search algorithm 

named LMPS. The main idea of this algorithm is: scanning all nodes in the complex 

network, choose the node with higher potential value than all its neighbor nodes' as 

local maximum potential node, and then add it in the queue of local maximum potential 

node. 

The LMPS algorithm is shown as follows. 

(1) initialization. all complex network nodes are set "unvisited". 

(2) choose an "unvisited" node iv , and compare the potential value of  iv  with its 

neighbor nodes'. If the potential value of  iv  is higher than all neighbor nodes', then 

jump to step (3), otherwise, jump to step(4). 
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(3) add iv  in the queue of local maximum potential node, mark iv  "visited", and mark all 

neighbors of iv  "visited". 

(4) mark iv  "visited", and mark neighbors with lower potential value than iv 's  "visited". 

(5) repeat steps (2), (3), and (4), until all nodes in complex network are marked "visited". 

(6) output all local maximum potential nodes. 

 

5. Simulation Experiment 

In this section, we empirically compared the LMPS algorithm with hill-climbing 

algorithm. Simulation program implemented with scientific computing software MATLAB in 

the Windows environments. All complex network data in the experiment come from www-

personal.umich.edu/~mejn/netdata.  

Firstly, we randomly selected six typical complex networks to evaluate the precision 

of local maximum potential node search. Table 1 shows the results of each complex 

network found by two algorithm. 

 

Table 1. The results of local maximum potential node search 

Complex network name 
Local maximum potential nodes 

found by LEPS 

Local maximum potential 

nodes found by Hill-climbing 

Zachary karate club 1,34 1,34|34 

Dolphin social network 15,18,21 15,18|15,21,18|15 

Books about US politics 13,85 13,85 

American College football 1,25,59,81 1,25,59,81|8,59,25|81,1, 59 

Neural network 13,45 13,45|13 

Les Miserables 12 12 

 

Table 1 shows us that: the local maximum potential nodes of Dolphin social network 

and Les Miserables found by LMPS and Hill-climbing were the same. For the Zachary 

karate club, the Hill-climbing algorithm may miss node 1; for the Dolphin social 

network, the Hill-climbing algorithm may miss node 18 and 21; for the American 

College football, the Hill-climbing algorithm may miss node 1 and 25. 

Secondly, we carried out 50 times local maximum potential node search for above six 

typical complex networks, and recorded the results of each search operation. The Figure 

2 shows the precision of two algorithms. 

From Figure 2, we can see that the precision of LMPS is apparently higher than Hill -

climbing. Above results indicate that the Hill-climbing algorithm may leave out some 

local maximum potential points, and search performance has close relationship with 

initial point selection. 
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Figure 2. The precision of the two algorithms 
 

Thirdly, we selected "Dolphin social network" complex network to evaluate the 

search speed of two algorithms. For each algorithm, we carried out 50 times local 

maximum potential node search, and recorded time consumed each time. Figure 3 

shows the results. 

 

 

Figure 3. The time consumed by the two algorithms 
 

In Figure 3, the time unit is microsecond. Because of the influence of many factors like 

computer system running state, the time consumed by the two algorithms does not remain 

constant, but fluctuates within a certain range. The fluctuation of hill-climbing is more 

significant than that of LMPS. The reason is: the hill-climbing algorithm uses random 
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strategy to select the initial node of each climbing, different initial node sequence results in 

different time cost. But, no matter how it fluctuates, the time consumed by LMPS is 

significantly less than that of hill-climbing. 

 

6. Conclusions 

Topology potential field is a novel model to describe network nodes interaction and 

association. In recent years, the topology potential theory attracts more and more attention in 

complex network area. The local maximum potential node search is a critical step for this 

kind of applications. The hill-climbing is a traditional method  to search local maximum 

potential nodes which may leave out some local maximum potential points, and search 

performance has close relationship with initial point selection. Based on the detailed analysis 

of local maximum potential points' characteristics, this paper presents a novel local maximum 

potential point search algorithm. The results of simulation experiments showed that the new 

algorithm has better performance than the traditional hill-climbing method. It can find all 

local maximum potential points with high search efficiency. 

At present, almost all research based on topology potential field ignore node 

difference and assume nodes have same mass. This hypothesis is debatable, and may 

lead to inaccuracy of topology potential calculation. In future, we will focus on node 

mass calculation. A node’s mass should reflect its importance and influence in the 

complex network. The more importance a node is, the bigger its mass should be.  
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